Discovering Island County with GIS

Stop by the BOCC room for our Annual Island County GIS Day Event
11:30-Noon: Live Presentation on How to Use Our Online Resources
Noon-1:00: Staffed Open House - See Displays and Ask Questions

Presentation Agenda:
- How to use ICGeoMap
- How to create a Parcel Report
- How to make Address Labels
- Where to Find County GIS Data
- Where to Find GIS Metadata (data definitions and accuracy expectations)

A constant use of these tools and the productivity they offer is nothing short of amazing. If I had a nickel for every click I made on these tolls I would be rich by now!” -BP

“Knowing where the critical areas are allow me to communicate any additional requirements to the applicant and to staff.” -DH

“The maps have really, really helped because everyone is looking at the same most up to date information.” -SW

“Web maps assist in making spatial data readily available to the public as well as county staff. The public can get answers to their questions more easily from accessing the information at home.” -CA

“I work with the public every day and use GIS in every situation to help answer the public’s questions.” – JL

“Putting data on a map provided by GIS and showing that data to a citizen who has no background in the field is extremely useful to give them a visual aid to understand the science behind things. Maps also allow for some one to understand the scope of the subject we are discussing.” – MC

“I continue to find more ways to use these different GIS applications to help me do my job more effectively.” – SS